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- Is there any special knowledge available with this method? 

- Yes, there is a great deal of knowledge available, from a number 

of· different souro.es. 

- Then how much of this knowledge· is needed by· those who are practising 

the meditation?' 

- It depends how long; one has- been doing it·. At first, only crertain 

things &re· nee.essary, later- one· will need more and more. 

- You mean one c.-ould have· t'oo much knowledge? 

- Ye1:J, too muoh knowledge• without a e'Orresponding change- in one's being 

would' lead to misund:ersta.nding;. Knowledge and being· must C'hange· in equal 

proportion. 

- What do you mean by 1 beillg'.1 ? 

- Being is what you are - knowledg.e is what you know. If' you change the 

leve:l of' your being you will be able · to know more - always· provided the 

right knowledge is available. If your being remains on the same· level 

your knowledge will also remai.n the same. Even if it is very special 

knowledge you will take it en the: same, level as everything: e:lse. 

- Then how can one change the, level or· one's beill€?: 

- That is the purpose of the meditati~n. The meditation works on being, ~ 

work on knowledge is something quite diff'erent·. But they have t.o g,o on 

side by side, because both are needed f'or understanding. Understanding: 

is- the mean between knowledge and being. 

- But h-0w .can one tell the level of one's being? 

- One cant - at least, not direc~ly. . One· can only tell through knowledge,. 

- You mean, i:f one begi-na to understand' things1 better.? 

- Yea-, if' one·, :finds- that the meaning of oertain truths suddenly bec::omes, 

clearer - that i-s a si..gn that the med.'i tat ion has:. had an effect. 
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- You speak about the level of our knowledge and our being, but what 

do you actually mean by 'level'?: 

- I mean level of materiality. People realise- that different substances, 

like earth, food, water, air, for instance, are on different levels, but 

they cannot see that thoughts, actions and emotions are also on different 

levels, _ and that people themselves · and everything· they do - their works 

of art, their writings, their activities, even their actual movements 

vary tremendously in level and are often quite incompatible with each other. 

- You mean that we tend to take everything on the same level? 

- Yes, it is something whieh man has forgotten. 

- But how does this relate to the meditation? 

- In a vecy direct way. The meditation tra.ns£or.ms the level of_ the mind, 

and so one notices these differences in level. much moro - one notices 

them during the day. 

Yes·, I -~ noticed t1:1,at, and it -makes life much more intere~ting. But 

I dont understand how the meditation can have this effec:t _- it is vecy 

mysterious. 

- It is really q~ite simple. Imagine that when you sit down to do the 

med:ita1;ion the mind is filled with matter of a low level. Evecy 

t.ime you repeat the mantra a. little higher matt·e-r will be added to the 

1:ower, , until eventually the mind will contain higher and lowe-r .matter 

in the right proportion. And s-o when you get up from doing the· 

meditation you will see the world quite differently - you will se-e it'_ 

in much greater depth. 

- But where does the high level ms;tter · e.-oroe f':r..om? 

- From deeper levels of the mind, which · the mantra is able to reaoh. In 

the ordinary way these deeper levels are inna-ccessible to us, and so the 

matt~ they CX>ntain can never be used. 
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- C~uld you s-a;, what level~ of energy the mind c~ntains:? 

- It c.-ontaiu a great man;r levels, but one can distinguish four categories. 

'l'he lowest - and the slowest in its f'un~ion - is that which works the 

ordanar;r l<>sioal mind. 

- Then what is the next level? 

- The, next level works at much greater speed. This- leve:l serves 

our moving and instinc1;ive functions, our f'~linga and seuationa. It is 

where many of our dreams belong - dreams which g-o on b,rdq a.swell u night. 

- Is this the a:rea which the mantra leaves behi:ad?: 

- Yes:, it il!t rather like- a c:loud which the, mantra goes through, to re:ao.h 

the sunlight beyond it". 

- Then what is, the third level like'? Is that wher& the sunlight is? 

- Yes, on this· level the, thing one notices moat is happiness - a happiness 

which ia, ind.:epenclen.t of our outaide c:iroumstanoes. 

- Th&n is t'his level emotional? 

- Yes:,, but it is· quite ditferent from our usual icfea of· emotion - it has 

no negative aicfe - no a-onnection. with 011r instinetiv•• aotioJlS'.. llor- is it . · 

on.ly emotional' - -~ver.ything· cresAive., every-thing -new in li?e ,CtOJDBG· f1"Clll,. 

this· level. 
- And what about the fourth level? 

- The f'ourth is tbe highest level of energy whioh the 1!lind ~ontains.. Unlike 

the third• level, which is cone,erned with oneself', thet'ourth level is 

concerned with the universal nature of' things·. 

from t ·he personal to the· universal. 

- Then are there~ higher level& than these? 

It involves- upansioa: 

- lea, there is the,, level ot· the universe itself' - a level of enera too 

tine- for the mind to o:ontain. 'fhiswould be the level, perhaps, at 

which the mantra transcends. And above this again ia th& absolut& - 1he 

level f'romwhich the universe was aoneeived, before it came- into being. 
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- You were speaking about different levels of matter, in relation to 

the med'ita-tio:ir. How would you actually describe them? 

- I expect you. have noticed that the mantra changes· its quality? 

- Yes, I have, but· it is d!if'f' icul t t-o describe· in words:. 

- No need to d:o B"O - it is· above the level of· words-. But it d:oe:s actually-

pass· through different- materialitie-s. If you want t-o prove it for yutlrS'e·lf'·, 

d'ont worry about the half hour - eee· what happens during the dlay - see · 

whether your impressions ar~ any different-. 

- I sometime:s notice-- when• I am· doing the meditation that it S'eema t-o expand 

int-o B'omething: much bigger, and this feeling-remains with me afterwards-. 

- Yes', that 1 8" right. Its· on the highest level that this happens;. 

- Then how can you explain. it? 

There are many levels or materiality within us - levels which 

actually exis-t all the time, but we are not always aware· of them. Th& 

lowest and most obvious is· that of ordinary thought - languag&, ideas, 

o:onc.epts and so on • This level seems. to be peculiar to man. 

- You mean it does not: exist in nature-, for instance? 

- No, the language· of. nature iB' different: - it is- more c-,0neerned with 

instincts and intui-tt-on-, feelings and] sensations, sme-11, toueb., colour, 

shape- and= things of that kind. 

- But· it:- also exists, in us-,? 

- Yes, very much S'O. But there ia a much higher level bf'materiality which 

man possesses-- - that of' positive emotion , happiness or bliss. This, level 

is· more orea~ive- - higher than nature's world. On this, level everything: 

is positive - nothing negative exists. 

I dont · quite see- what this means? 

It means that one is, above the level.of suffering - ®nsequently- it 

beo.nmes- possible to help other people. But the most noticeable thing: 

a.bout it iS" the extraordinary inner happiness it brings. 

- And is there any level higher than this-? 

Yes, the highes-t level is no longer personal, it is universal. 

this level which gives the feeling- of expansion you describe. 

- Then i-s it beyond man 1 s- personal existenc:e? 

It is-

- No, it is simply a. reflection of his spirit - of that part of him which 

exists independently- of the c:oming and going of the physical body. 
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- It seems from what you have said, that going from a lower level 

t·o a higher level is a natural tendency. I always thought it was 

the opposite. 

- Yee, that is· one of the mistakes people make. Going from a lower 

to a higher level requires a state of rest - a passive state, not an 

active one • 

. - Why is this? 

- When the body is-, at rest it tend.et~ normalize itself - 1to put everything 

back into harmoey and equilibrium. 

- But what makes it do so? 

- If it reaches a state of equilibrium it exper~encres bliss' - that is 

why it tends to go in that direa.tion. 

And is the same thing true· of the mind? 

If the mind learns how to unite itself with the body it also experienaes 

bliss·. 

- But how does it learn to do that? 

- By following the mantra. It is the mantra which attracts the mind 

to those- deeper sources of energy- which regulate the body - sources which 

are .normally innacoessible to us. Without the mantra, the mind would 

know nothing about it. 

- You mean as in sleep, for instance? 

- Tes, in sleep the body may experiences bliss, .. but the mind' is· not: 

aware of it.-. 

- So the mantra is really the clue to the whole thing? 

- Yes, that is why we have to leave everything t'o the mantra - it woulo3 

ba· impossible te get there on our own. 
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- When you 88.'Y that the mantra attracts our attention to these higher 

levels·, do you mean that our attention expands? 

- Yes, if' you like to put it that wq. Usually our attention is o~nfined 

to a very small area of the mind, and it is- oceupied with dull and negativct 

thoughta,. l3y uniting it, for two periods every dq, with higher level• of 

energy, one inareas:-es .:the a.ompass of the mind, and it sees things- in a 

clifferent light. 

- I often :find, during the dlas', that some personal problem keepa on recur:ring: 

- Yes, that is what I mean. One's· attention get~ stuck to it, and the 

crompass of the mind gets smaller and' smaller. 

- So what ia the best thing to do? 

- Juri repeat the mantra. 

- You really think that would help? 

- Yes, the mantra o:ollects all the d'iff' erent voic.es in T,OU, and 11ergeJ1· them. 

together int-o a larger whole-. When -they are seen in this wq, the: problam 

ciisappeara· - it has solved itself. 

- Would it be the third level - the level of positive emotion - from whiah 

the answer c-oJHB? 

- Yea,, probably. The third level belongs to a- much larger world. 

- And so it is a~le to see things in a different ligJit? 

- Yea~ you remember Christ's woms in the, Sermon on the· ~ount- "Ye have 

heard_; that it hath been said, An ey~ for an eye, and a tooth for a too'th; 

But- I sq unto 7ou, that y.e·-resist not evil •••• " 
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How does the meditation work - does anyone actually know? 

Those who invented it must have known, but that was a long time ago. 

But are there any principles on which it is based? 

Yes indeed. The principle of unity is perhaps· the most important., 

How do you mean? 

Everything about the meditation is based on unity. The method itself 

is designed to unify t4.e mind - to make it one-pointed. If the technique' 

is done correctly, it will have the effect of enabling ~he whole mind to 

be applied to the solution of problems, instead of isolated parts of the 

mind. 

Would this mean that the feeling of contradiction is eliminated? 

Yes, it would mean that inner contradictions are avoided. A great deaL 

of wasted energy and suffering is caused by these contradictions between 

different parts of the mind. People turn naturally to others for help 

and advice, but who is there nowadays to give this advice? 

You mean one would know - one would always know what was right? 

Yes, there would be no question. 

Then does the principle of unity apply to the actual technique? 

Yes, you may not have realised it, but the whole method is designed, from 

beginning to end, to be carried out without effort or struggle. As far 

as one knows, this method is quite unique in this respect. 

- So if one finds, when doing it, that some conflict or inner struggle 

arises, one knows something is wrong? 

- Yes, exactly. This is something quite opposite to most of the traditional 

ways, many of which are actually based on cnnflict. 

- But how could this be, that different ways to the same place are based on 

such opposite methods? 

- It is a question of knowledge. The meditation is based on a very high 

level of knowledge - much higher than anything we have,met before - and 

those who invented it were men of a very high level of being. But those 

who followed after them did not always understand, and so the meditation 

got lost. From time to time it has become lost and redisc-overed, the 

most reaent to rediscover it being Guru Dev, in the early part of this 

oentury,. 
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- What are the laws on which the meditation is based? 

The most important is the law of three. 

What is the law of three? 

One of the most fundamental laws of the universe. For anything to 

happen, for any event to ta..~e place, three different states of matter 

have to come together. 

What do you mean by •~~ates of matter'? 

Matter - any kind of matter - can be in an active state, or a passive state) 

or a third or neutral state. In relation to each other, matter in an active 

state is highest in level, matter in a passive state is lowest, and matter 

in a neutral state is intermediate. Only when these three s:tates of matter 

c~me together does anything happen - does an actual event take place. 

Can you give me an example of what you mean? 

Well, take the process of evaporation , in the biosphere. Water - the 

water over the earth's surface - is in a passive state, radiation from the 

sun is active - it causes the water tQ_evaporate - and water vapour is the 

third or neutral state. It forms into clouds and eventually pxecipitates 

over the earth's surface in the form of rain. 

And water in. this :ff.brm is different from the first? 

Yes, it is distilled, or purefied. As we know, it is essential for plants. 

It has life giving properties. 

- So the whole process is one of distilling - of separating fine matter 

from coarse? 

- Yes, there are many similar processes, bnt the point is that it has a 

certain order. It starts with matter in a passive state, and :follows wii;-h 

matter in an .active state, ending with matter in a neutral state. 

And the end product is higher in level than the matter from which it started? 

Yes, out there has to be matter on a very high level in between - what is 

sometimes cmlled a 'cracking' agent in certain industrial processes. 

But are there other processes which have a different order? 

Yes, there are six different kinds altogether. 

Why six kinds? 

Because three elements can only combine in six different ways. You may 

not believe it, but there are only six essentially different things which 

can happen, in the whole universe. 
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- What you say about different processes, is very interesting, but how 

does it relate to the meditation? 

- The technique of meditation is a-process - it is very exact. The one who 

is meditating is passive, the mantra is active, and the effect of meditation 

the bliss, or the special energy which comes from doing it - is neutral - it 

brings the other two elements tog~ther. When these three states of matter 

come together as one, the purpose of meditation is achieved. 

Then do they combine in a certain order? 

Yes, it is this which .. determines the nature of the event which takes place. 

One starts by being passive, and when one is passive the mantra comes to one. 

As one continues to repeat it, the third state becomes more and more evident 

the bliss which comes from meditation grows naturally - one does not induce 

it in any way. 

Then is there another order which would produce a different effect? 

Yes, if one starts by being passive as before, but tries deliberately to 

induce a certain state, by holding something in mind or remembering some~hing, 

or making a picture of what one wants, then the active energy required to 

obtain it will be roleased, and' one will find one is· left ,~i th a certa-d.n 

desire. This is a completely different kind of process, suitable for many 

different purposes in life, but not for this method of meditation. 

You mean, with the first kind one has. no particular aim in mind? 

One puts oneself in the hands of the mantra. One finds out where it is 

:taking one when one gets there - one does not know beforehand. You may not 

realise it, but the picture we have of our aim is almost entirely false. 

Much better to go there instead. 

What do you mean, 'go there instead'? 

Follow the mantra. It will take one to what one really is - to oneself. 

Ist. 2nd. 3rd. 

passive ••••••••• active ••••••••• neutral 

passive ••••••••• neutral •••••••• active 

active •••••••••• passive •••••••• neutral 

active •••••••••• neutral •••••••• passive 

neutral ••••••••• passive •••••••• active 

neutral ••••••••• active ••••••••• passive 

(purification, distilling) 

('magic', ima:ginatipn) 

(preation, building a house) 

(destruction, burning a house) 

(inspiration, remembering) 

(disintegration, 'crime') 
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Are there any other principles on which this method is based? 

Yes, it is based on the law of three. 

What is the law of three? 

One of the most fundamental laws of the universe. For anything to happen, 

for any event to take place, three different states of matter have to 

come together. 

What do you mean by 's.tates of matter'? 

Matter - any kind of matter - can be in an active state; or a passive 

state, or a third or neutral state. Only when matter in each of these thnee 

states comes together does anything happen - does an actual event take place. 

I dont see what you mean by a 'neutral state'? 

The neutral state is usually that which brings the other two together, but 

it is often hidden from us. 

Then what is it that determines the nature of the event? 

The nature of the event is determined by the order in which the three 

states of matter ~ombine. 

Can you give an example? 

Well, in this method of meditation the one who is meditating is passive, 

the mantra is active, and the bliss which belongs to the meditation is 

neutral - it surrounds them both and brings them together. When these 

three states of matter come together as one, the· ·purpose of meditation 

is achieved. 

You mean they combine in a certain order, the order pass:ive -active.-neutral? 

Yes, one starts by being ~assive, an~ when one is ~assive the mantra comes 

to one. As one continues to ropeat the mantra the third state becnmes more 

and more ,evident - it grows naturally - one does not induce it in any way. 

Then is there another order which woulc:3 produce a different effec:'t? 

Yes, the order passive -neutral -active. In this case one starts as before 

by being passive, but one tries to hold in mind a state one wishes- to attairr,." 

'I'his can be done in a number of different ways - by repeating a prayer, for 

instance, or simply by remembering something or somebody. But in any case 

the effec-t produced is essentially different the end product is active 

energy, quite unlike that produced by the technique of meditation. 
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- It seems to me that the difference between these two processes you 

have just described is a very subtle one. 

Yes, the trouble is you may quite easily mistake one for the other •. 

Then how can one tell? 

In this method of meditation one does not know where it will take one. In 

other methods one has a definite aim in mind. 

You mean, one has no ~efinite aim, with this method? 

One pu~s oneself in the hands of the mantra. One finds out where it is 

ta.1<:ing one when one gets there - one does not know beforehand.. 

Is that why it seems more real? 

Yes, you may not realise it, but the, pirlure we., have .or our aim is a1mos::t 

entirely false. Even a little glimpse of what things are really like 

can show us t 'his it can show us that certain ideas we had are all wrong •. 

So tha-t is why it is useless to formulate o_ur a-im? 

Yes, better to go there instead. 

What do you mean, to go there instead? 

Follow t 'he:- mantra. It will take one to wha-t one really isc - to oneself. 

But how does- one remember this ai; other times? 

There is no need. When it is really needed, the· ma."1.tra will come to one. 

There is nothing we have- to do. 

But are there other processes than these? 

Yes, there are six essentially different kinds. 

Why only six? 

Because three elements can only combine in si:x: different wa;;.,s. You may 

not believe it, but essentially there are only si:x: different things which 

can happe;n, ~nywhere in the universe, on any scale. Sooner or later we 

shall discover what they are, but if you can understand the d.ifference, 

between these two, the rest will be easy. 
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- Tell me, is the meditation a wa:y of increasing one's knowledge? 

Yes, it certainly is - in fact, one might almost say that the purpose 

of the meditation is knowledge. 

- Row do you mean? 

I mean different levels of knowledge. What we think of as knowledge 

in the ordinary wa:y is all on one level - there are many much higher 

levels we know very little about. 

- Then how do we discover what they are? 

By doing the meditation. It is the meditation which supplies the energy 

required for higher levels of knowledge. That is why, when you have been 

d;oing it for some time, you begin to see things in a new way. 

- You mean things that happen during the day? 

Yes, during meditation of course one simply follows the mantra. 

one follows the mantra it talces one to higher and higher levels. 

But how does one know what level one is on? 

I expeat you have noticed that the mantra changes its quality? 

Yes, I have, but it is difficult to describe in words. 

When 

- No need to do so - it is above the level of words. But it does actually 

pass through many difterent levels of materiality. If you want 

to prove- it f'or- yourself, see whether yolll" impressions a:re any· d1:ff'erent: 

during the day-. 

- I sometimes notice when I am doing the meditation that it seems to expand 

into something much bigger, and this feeling remains with me afterwards. 

- Yes, that's right - that is when one reaches higher levels. As one . . 
repeats the mantra its materiality changes - it bec'Omes finer and finer. 

Eventually it is too fine for the mind to grasp, and so it seems to disappear. 

But does it really disappear? 

Maybe not, but we are no longer aware of it. That is why it is called 

Transcrendental Meditation. 
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I dont think I really understand what knowledge is? 

Take it in a very simple wa:y - how d.o you know things? 

I would sa:y there are different ways of knowing things. Certain things 

one knows through reason and calculation, other things one knows thr.ough 

the senses - through shape and c'Olour, touch, taste,, hearing and so on. 

- Y.es, but there is -a bigg13r :field. of· knowledge than either of these -

there is the field of pure emotion. 

What do you mean by 'pure emotion'. 

I ·mean positive emotion - happiness, ecstasy, bliss. 

I had never thought of that as knowledge. 

It is a very important Wa;f of knowing things. One can learn more in a 

few moments of ecstasy than one oan in a lifetime of logical thought. 

I begin to see what you mean - it is a higher form of cognition. 

Yes, but there is a still higher form. 

And what would that be? 

The highest level is no longer personal, it is universal. It is this 

level which gives the feeling of expansion you describe. 

You mean it is beyond man's personal existence? 

Yes and no. It is beyond that part of us which is subject to birth 

and death, and in this sense it is beyond our pers-onal -existence. But 

it is much more ourselves than we are, if you see what I mean. 

Then what kind of knowledge belongs to this level? 

Memory. 

I dont quite understand. 

If memory was clear enough, one would know everything - one would know 

both the past and the future. 

You mean all knowledge is really remembering? 

Yes, it. would· certainly seem to be so. 
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Tell me, are there different approaches to knowledge? 

Yes, there are ·. There a.re three very broad. categories, of knowledge•, 

which have existed since the beginning of time. The first is· conc.erned 

· with the origin of' · things - with the way things are created and c·ome into 

being. .. This approach is connected with levels· - with the fact that 

everything comes in its· origin from a higher source, and moves from 

higher to lower levels·, as it bee-omes, manifest., 

- Then does the higher source - the origin of things - contain both g .ood 

and evil? 

- No, no. It is above the level of evil. In its origin everything . 

is good. 

Then tell me more - tell me what the second approach is about? 

The erec:ond appr-oach is concerned1 with the nature of things - with that 

which they are in themselves. 

But what does the nature of things depend on? 

It depends- on the arrangement of the elements of whi~h ·they consist. 

Then does everything consist, basically, of the same elements-? 

- Yes·, fundamentally everything depends on the c-oming together of· three· 

elements. 

- I would. like to know more about this. But tell me, first, what the

third kind of knowledge is all abou~? 

- The third category is c,oncerned with the relation between things · - with 

their meaning and purpose in relation to each other, and to the larger 

whole·, to ':fhich they belong. 

Then what does this rele:t ionship depend: on? 

It depends on their relative dimension. Everything is wha1; it-- is, only 

within certain dimensional limits. 

- You mean dimensions of time? 

Yes·, time and: size-. Everything has its own t ·ime ,, and everything has 

a . d;imensional relation to everything· :else. It is- thi& which 

determines its meaning and purpose in the scheme off thingSc. Tho 

universe, from this point of view, is a period of dimensions •.••• 
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- 'I'hese three categories of knowledge you were describing - how do they 

c:ona-ern us in everyd.ay life? 

- They concrern us very much, particularly in connection with the meditation. 

The first category, for instance"'.' every time you do the meditation you go 

towards, the origin of things - towards the source from which everything· 

comes·. 

- So it might be possible to obtain direc·t proof of the existence of that _ 

source? 

- Yes·, indeed, in fact since you have been doing the meditation dont you 

fee·l you have that proof, even though you cannot describe it in words? 

Yes, I do. I know it really exists. Yet some people seem to question i1; 

Naturally they do, because they have never been there. 

You mean they have never gone beyond the first or the second level you 

were d.escribing? 

- Yes, although it- is possible they .really know all about it, but their 

logical minds refuse to accept it. The purpose of the meditation is to 

e:onnec:t these different levels together - to make the mind work as one. 

- I was thinking as you said that - isnt. this approach' the c:oncern of all 

the great religions - isnt it a religious approach? 

- Yea, it is. Moat people turn to religion for an answer to this question -

the question who it is who created us, and how we came into being. 

And what answer can religion give them? 

Religion answers this question through faith. It says, if you have faith 

you will know the answer, 

And· iB"· that really· true? 

Yes, it is. Real faith is not a hoa."t - it is not imagination - it- is 

simply a function of the human mind - a higher form of cognition. 

- Then how does one get faith? 

- You have it already - from the meditation. You have just told me Bo •••• 
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- It is- the second category of knowledge I find a•ifficul t to understand -

could you say more about it? 

You mean, about the nature of things? 

Yes, about that which they are in themselves .. 

more the concern or· art than religion? 

Would this perhaps be · 

- Yeg, it is s-omething whic-h every artist knows instinctively. 

- •rhen is, art also a form of knowledge-? 

- Y.es, most d'efinit·ely - a very high form of:' knowledge - a means of 

expressing tru~h. 

But what does the nature· or· thines depend on? 

It depend.s on the c:oming together of three elements - on the way in 

which three elements c:ombine. 

Can you give me an example of what you mean? 

Yes:-, take c-olour, for instance. • The real nature of a c·olour depend.a· 

on the relative strength - the predominanc:e - of three basic· c·oloura· - thrse-

primaries., red, ye-llow and blue. From these three primaries all the 

d:ifferent shades· of colour in the spectrum can be obtained. 

Then does this principle apply to other things as we0ll? 

Yes, it applies to everything, and particularly to the meditation •. 

But how can it apply to the meditation? 

In the med!i tat ion there are three things· - there is· the one who is 

med.itating, the mantra, and t -he objec.t of· meditation. It was said that 

when these thre-e things crome together as one, the purpose of meditation 

has been achieved'., 

You mean, like t'hr-ee colours· merging together to form a single tone? 

Yes, first the- one who is med'itating loses himself in t'he mantra, and 

t'hen event'ual~y· the mantra loses · itself' in t'he transcendent. When t-his 

happens, unity or· the mind is achieved. 



4/l5 

- You said that the first category of knowledge is the concern ofF' 

religion, and the second category is the concern of art. What is· the-· 

thir~ category cronc~rned with? 

- It is· the concern of science. Science, art and religion are the three 

ways- to knowledge-. When they come together, man disc'Overs truth. • 

- Then are they usually separate? 

- Yes, they are usually in conflict with each other - and. so the·· truth 

is forgotten. 

- But what ia~ the third. category all about? 

the.• other two? 

How does it differs· from 

- The third; aa;teg-ory iEF the beginning and end o:tr all knowledge-·. It i$'. a 

way of· approaching the-, objective meaning· o:f' the world - of' undierstand'ing

the wor-ld' as· it: real]_y,-is, independent.-ly of· man's viewpoint. 

But how can this: be ffone-? 

In two ways· - outwardly and' inwar~ly. Inward'ly it is· possi.ble to :fl"ind] 

it through the· me~itation,. but on~ has· no way of expre~sing what one has

f·ound.. If outwardly the right framework of' knowledge· is available, then 

1that which one-- finda-, inwardly oan be- expressed·., 

- But what kind of' framework do you mean? 

- A :framework into which all knowledge, can be put ..... a symbol, if' you like 

to call it -that. 

- You mean it would ino:lude eve.rything? 

- Yes,, it would ina::lud'e all three categories- of knowledge.. You may not 

realise it, but the-re is virtually no place in the world: wher& a-11 three 

catego~es·_ can be- found toge1;her-. 
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- You spoke of a framework into which all knowled.ge can be put. What 

kind of framework had you in mind? 

- Imagine a crircle, and within the circle a number of concentric rings, 

with a point in the centre. This is a symbol of the first ca:tegory 

of knowledge. ( see 4/l6a) 

- You mean:, the neare~ one is to the c:entTe, the higher the level? 

- Yes·, and at the centre itself is the origin of things - the source 

from which everything o-omes. 

And what do the radial lines ref er t:o? 

They are a symbol o:r.· the seaond category of knowledge,. 

- You mean, the c.oming together of three elements? 

- Yes, and you will see that the nearer the c.entre- one is, the nearer thes-e 

thr.ee ei.ements are to each other, ancl· at •the centre it.self they are one. 

- Then dbes· t'he creation of.' everyt'hing depend on the c'Oming togethen of 

Is that how -t'he· univera-e· was- created? 

Yea,, but' it ia-, not' the., only universe. 

Then where, are the- othens? 

Each point on the c.i.roumference of the o:ircr.le is a universe - a wor-ld. 

Each of these worlds is built- on the same-0 pattern as the greatest, whieh 

contains· a;-11 tne, others wi t-hin it-. That is where, the-· third category of 

knowledge begins. 

You mean, ea-eh point crontains the same prinC'iples' as the whole diagram? 

Yes, the same· levels:, the s:ame interplay of' three elements, the same

worlds, ••• 

- Thew what. is· the diffrereno.e between them? 

- They ea-eh erist in their own space aµd; their- own time. 

Then where- d·o they exist? 

That is the whole· point - there is: only one world. 

these t-en dif'.:ferent worlds wi t'hin it'. 

You mean they interpenetrate each other? 

AndJ yet it cnnt ains 

Yes:, they are present· everywhere, on every level and on every scale. 
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4/l7 

- You said' tha~ each point on the ciroumference of the circle is a different 

world, or enti.ty, and thlrl each of the«e entities exists in its own space 

and: it-s· own time. Could you describe what they are? ( see 4/l?a) 

- Actually there are ten worlds, or entities, in the universe known to us, 

andJ their spatial relation to each other - their relative size - is in 

constant proportion. At point o, at the· top of the diagram, is the 

atomic nucleus, which on this scale-, is, about the smallest aomplete 

entity known. 

And what is the next? 

At point I is the molecule. A water molecule, for instance,. is some• 

30,000 t:imee · larger than the nucl.eus of' the, atom. 

And what comes next in size? 

A typical cell - the germ cmll for instance - which is · some 30,000 times

larger than the moleanle. 

That would be at point 2. Then what i-s point 3? 

Point 3 is- a man - roughly a metr-e in size ••• 

And point 4? 
Point 4 ia interesting - it is a; unit-· of. nature, some 30 kilometres· in 

diameter., One can think of. it as· an en.'Ological system, if:' you like •. 

And point 5? 
Point 5 is a· planet, an ea.rt h. Our own earth is smaller than average, 

but if you ino:lud'e the moon's orbit, its d°iame-ter is:- about this· size., 

And what about point 6? 
Point 6 is the solar system. You will see- that man is· midway in size 

between the solar system and the atomic· nucleus. 

And: point 7? 

Point 7 is, a typical star cduster 

And point 8? 

a grouping of'· stars, in the· Milky Way. 

Point 8 is, a galaxy, like the Milky Way itself. 

And' s-o what is point 9? 
Point 9 is the one universe - the All. - whic.h crontains:· all the· others 

within it., 
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4/18 

- I find it very strange that the world in which we live should contain 

all these entitie:s of such enormously dif'l"erent s~ze. (s ee 4/18a ) 

- Yes, and time too. But it is· only because of their. different- times that 

these entities can exist together. They are - all c-~nnected together in a 

great cmain, from one end of the universe t 'o the otner. 

- Can you explain what you mean? 

- YeB', each entity has 'four periodic· timeS' - its: li-:ftetime, its day and night., 

its breathing, and: its-- time of receiving impressions. Thes-e four periodic 

times, interc-onne<rl with e-ach other throughout-· the univera-e. 

- Then would that be the way in which energy passes· 0-:Cm one entity to the 

next?· 

- Yes, take man, for instance. Man feeds on c:.e1ls-, he breathes· moleeules,, 

and' he re-c:-eives , impre-ssiomr f.rorn a:toms-· and electrons-. The· lifetime of each 

entity cror:renpond's: t:o the· periodic, time of· each f-une,1;ion. . It is, all. 

be2.utifully timed: s-o that energy can be, exchanged .. 

- And is- the s-ame thing" true; of· the enti t ·ie:B' above him? 

- Yes·, man is hims-elf food for organic: life, breath f'or the planets,, and 

impre-ssions for the sun. But there:-, is one, other thing I forgot to mention. 

- And what is- t-hat? 

- Energy is exchanged in both directions. If man prov:ides food f 'or 

organic. lif.e, organic life als-o provides h-im with :food.. If man gives life, 

to the earth, it is the earth whicll provides him with the air he 0 breathes. 

And if- man pitOv.id:es-· impres--a-ions for- the sun, it is t'he sun which provides the, 

lig:ht on whia:h his impreruri.ons, depend. And if his spirit. is united with 

tha, worlds above t':he sun, it is f:.rom these worlds that he himself is filled · 

with t-he spirit-. As above·, s-o below. 
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- Tell me, to what extent- ieF it possible for. man t .o become· aware of these 

differ:ent wor1da above; and' below him? ( see 4/19a ) 

- It depends- on the level of his cronsd.ousness. 

- You mean, i:f' his c-onsaiousness expand·s-? 

- Yes, change, in level always· involves an expans-ion, both int-o larger worlds-

above- US', and' into smaller worlds below us-. That is what happens, when 3"ou 

are doing the, med,itation • .. 

- Is that c:onnected with t:he «on~ntric c-irc-les in the diagram? 

- Yes-, the nearer one is to the crentre t:he more of the universe one is able--

to know, and if. one crould reach the centre itself' one· would be--·aware0 of· 

the: whole univerge, toge~her. 

- Is thai; what c:onsciousness means - knowing things together.? 

- Yes, the point we tend to overlook is· that when we do the meditation 

dif£.erent kinds · or C'Onscci.ousne13s are broug-ht together. The cronsc:iousnesa· 

of the intellectual mind i-s · merged int·o that o:C t:he instinctive, the 

instinc:ti-ve merges into the emotional:,· ana.· the emotional into t:he transcerulerrt:. 

- Then d.o these minds c-orrespond to dif-f'erent' entities· in the diagr:am? 

- Yes, the intie1lec:tua;l mind· is C'Oncrerned: with man's- world, the instindive. 

with nature· and' t ·he ctell, the emottonal with t'he planetary world" and" the 

molecule, ana.· the universal or c-osmic mind with the sun and ii.he- atomic~ nucleus. 

- And is- there a higher level t'han this·? 

- Yes·, at the centre its-elf' is t-he world above t-he sun - the world· of' a-tars 

and· galaxies. This is- the level of t-he spirit - of' the s-ource f.rom which 

everything-- c.-omes·. 
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- Then is every entity able to see t ·he worlds above and below it in the 

same way that we can? ( see 4/20a) 

- Every entity is three dimensional for itself, and it lives in its o\.m 

three dimensional world. It can only see the worlds above and below 

it in higher dimensions. 

Then has it ~he same consciousness as-. wa have? 

That we dJo not know. -- One can only· know e,onsoiousness· for onesel:C-. 

- You mean one- can study functions in oth8l1' worlds, but one cannot study 

their o:onsc-iousnes-s1 

- Yes-, as you may have realis-ed, there· are two dif':ferent. approa-chea to the 

symbol we have, been disc.mraing. · The one approach is within us·, the ot-her 

is in the· world outside.. Within us, we can diseover d"ifferent levels of' 

consciousness, outside-· us,- we can study funcrtions. Both approaches exist. 

in the diagram. 

Then what is , the real significance of these four ci.rc-les in t-he diagram? 

They :rtefer -t-o dif.ferent ve0locri ties-. 

Then doe:s, each of thes:e f'our ftmations have a characteristic veloc-ity? 

YeB,, the veloe:it'y will alwa,ys be the same-, whatever the scale.. The nearer 

one is, t ·o the · centre, the higher the veloc-ity •. 

Then what is the velocity at the centre it-self? 

The veloei ty of· light'- - there is no higher velocity than this., 

And if one is , looking inwards, what do the circles· re-fer· to? 

They refer· to levels - of, consc:iousne-s-s:. 

And in that cas-e·, what is there at the c:entre? 

The same- light - the light of c:onsciousness i tse·lf". 
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